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Introduction 

Traditional beekeeping is an occupation in which local methods are passed on from generation 
to generation, and that requires a full commitment to bees and beekeeping.  Old and invaluable 
information of traditional beekeeping has started to disappear due to the reasons such as 
migration of young population to bigger cities and traditional beehives not being suitable for 
intervention into, thus providing less efficiency. The most important reasons why traditional 
beekeeping is disappearing are the change in the global climate, migratory beekeeping to 
harvest more honey and the fact that traditional beehives (‘karakovan’) are not transportable. 
On the other hand, modern hives can be easily stacked and moved/carried to different places. 
However, migratory beekeeping causes serious problems including hybridization leading to loss 
of desirable qualities and dissemination of diseases.  

The objective of this study is to document traditional beekeeping in Turkey using the answers 
to the invitation, "We are Looking for our Traditional Beekeepers" of Buğday Association for 
Ecological Living through interviews made with beekeepers which we found by searching out 
the press and the media and through our travels in Turkey.  

 

When it comes to traditional beekeeping in Turkey, the first thing that comes to mind is 
‘karakovan’. The term ‘karakovan’ (dark hive) is used because there can be no interventions in 
workings of the hives and bees build their combs in dark hives for many months. All materials 
used in the hive are natural.  

 

Beekeeping with ‘karakovan’ hives is common in every region in Turkey. Recent statements of 
the Turkish Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock about "fake honey" have lead to 
increase in the demand of the public for real/natural honey and this has made the beekeepers 
prefer to use traditional hives/‘karakovan’ as ‘karakovan’ honey is more expensive and such 
beekeepers consider themselves as traditional beekeepers because they have traditional hives 
although they do not apply traditional methods. However, what we mean by traditional 
beekeeping is the beekeeping with ‘karakovan’s using the information specific for that region 
told from generation to generation.   

 

Traditional Beekeeping Shaped by Regions and Climates 

Climates and flora varying significantly from region to region lead to the variation in the 
properties of ‘karakovan’s as well.  Log hives are used in wet and forestlands, and skep hives 
are more preferred in Central Anatolia and in the Thrace Region where reed fields and willow 
trees are abundant.   

In addition to the above, ancient apiaries (‘seren’) found in Söğe, in Elmalı County in the Eastern 
Mediterranean are now under protection and are in display in Elmalı Museum and one of these 
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apiaries was handed over to the care of Bozkurt family who has been beekeepers for centuries 
and honey production has started this year after 2 years of work.   

The apiaries found in the carved rocks in Ürgüp, Nevşehir (Cappadocia) in Central Anatolia had 
been used for many years. During our meeting with the Agricultural Office in Ürgüp, we found 
that there isn't any beekeeper left working by this method in the region and many have chosen 
migratory beekeeping and have gone to southern regions but the apiaries are still in good 
condition.   

Apiaries built into walls of houses and gardens were found in Bursa in Marmara region.  
However, since adobe houses are not used anymore, no information could be obtained about 
these apiaries. 

Produced actively and widely by traditional methods today, ‘karakovan’ honey is mostly 
harvested from skep hives and log hives.    

1. Log Hives 

A section from an old (hollow centred) beech, chestnut, spruce, juniper or linden tree with 30-
35 cm diameter is cut and a hole is drilled through the log to build a log hive. The length of the 
hive should be more or less the same with other hives that the beekeeper uses. The thickness 
of the log is generally around 6 cm although it changes depending on the tree used. An 
entrance hole is drilled on the front side and boards are place to the front and back of the hive. 
1 

 
    
 

 

                                                           
1http://aricilikmuzesi.blogspot.com.tr/ 
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Apiaries can be on steep side slopes2, in grooves on rocks, tree tops or they can be made 
especially by building rectangle stone walls of 1-1.5 metre height.3 Wooden boards are fixed on 
trees shaped in L form and mounted facing each other based on the number of hives. The stone 
wall is filled with stones and pebbles and covered with bark. Hives are placed in a way that their 
entrances are facing the morning sun and the gaps between and the top of the hives are stuffed 
with bark. And steel plates are placed on the top for protection from rain and snow. 

 

                                                           
2http://www.arhavi.org/istad/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2010:kara-kovan-aricilik-
kueltuerue-yaatilmali&catid=56:gncel-haberler&Itemid=141Fotograflar: Hüseyin ALTUNBAYRAK  
 
3https://uysalbal.blogspot.com.tr/2009/10/taklit-kutuk-kovan.html 
 

http://www.arhavi.org/istad/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2010:kara-kovan-aricilik-kueltuerue-yaatilmali&catid=56:gncel-haberler&Itemid=141
http://www.arhavi.org/istad/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2010:kara-kovan-aricilik-kueltuerue-yaatilmali&catid=56:gncel-haberler&Itemid=141
https://uysalbal.blogspot.com.tr/2009/10/taklit-kutuk-kovan.html
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We spoke with Mr Erkan Can from Arhavi, Artvin in the Eastern Black Sea about beekeeping 
with log hives. Can's father was the last beekeeper who harvested honey hanging from cliffs 
using ropes on steep slopes. Erkan Can told that although he studied electronics, he worked in 
tourism industry, that he was not really involved in beekeeping until his father said to him 
“these bees, hives will die because you do not attend to them and you will beg for honey from 
others" and died the next day, and that he learned everything from his father.  He used to make 
log hives together with his father and each one took almost 1 week so he told us that he now 
has them made by specialized workshops. They used these hives made from linden trees to lure 
swarms and to produce honey.  He has hives on pine trees close to his home, in Kamilet valley 
in places 3 to 8 hours’ drive from his home. He says "In man-made beehives, I have full control; 
when it comes to log hives, those who are not experienced cannot find the queen bee" and 
then he explains that cigarette smoke or smoke from a smoker should be blown into the 
entrance and then removed and this should be repeated a couple of times which causes the 
queen bee to retreat to the farthest back and other bees protect her and that's how the queen 
bee can be spotted.   

He told us that he harvests honey from a beehive for one year and the next year he leaves the 
honey to the bees and that he has never saw foul brood and that he learned about Varroa only 
5-6 years ago.  He told us that it is a disease brought by migratory beekeeping and this had 
been never seen in the valley before.  He told us that they use a special tincture for Varroa, and 
that they use a mixture from the local plants to lure swarms and they have managed to get 7 
different swarms of bees while the other beekeepers got none.  He explained that, to lure 
swarms, beehives should be placed in sunny, quiet places out of reach of bears and the place 
should also be protected against winds to allow scout bees to move and land. 

He told us that the climate has changed, the weather is colder when the eggs are developing, 
and that the weather used to be less colder and less humid but changed for the worse after 
Muratlı Dam was built, therefore bees cannot return due to fast moving fog, that it rains heavily 
just when the brood is expanding and chestnut trees bloom, and that this is why they cannot 
harvest as much honey as they used to and he finally added that he has taught everything to his 
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cousin, and will leave the business to him and that beekeeping can only be a good business 
when it is done with love. 

 

When we look at the Eastern Black Sea region based on the information we have gathered in 
our field research, we see that modern hives are used in Maçahel region and in valleys of Arhavi 
and ‘karakovan’s placed on trees and rocks are mostly used to lure swarms.  We found out that 
migratory beekeeping is commonly used and bees are taken to Göle, Ardahan. Although the 
source of information is not known, it was found that some beekeepers pour big bags of sugar 
over flowers in these areas at night and bees are fed on these flowers the next morning after 
the frost is settled. Traditional knowledge is not used anymore. Varroa disease is a major 
problem and chemical miticides are used to fight with these mites. However chestnut leaves 
and chestnut barks and thyme are still used in log beehives against Varroa mites and moths. 
However although chestnut leaves left in autumn can be good through winter, it can lose its 
effect at the end of the winter, therefore as an additional measure, combs are recommended 
to be exposed to air draught in suitable weather conditions.  It is said that moths cannot breed 
in conditions of draught. Swarming is preferred and supported since it leads to a younger 
colony and every year, some honey is left for bees. Young population is not interested in 
beekeeping as they mostly want to live in bigger cities.  Thus with experienced and wise 
beekeepers have no one to share their knowledge, craft and experience.  

 

Mr Soner Turgut who has around 450 log hives in Muğla Region told us that log hives are made 
of pine and poplar trees and he inherited all of his hives from his father and also learned 
beekeeping from his father and that there are no craftsman left who can built such log hives. 
He told us that he has 100 year old hives which he still uses and that he can continue to use 
them for many more centuries if they are kept in dry places (protected from rain and sun). He 
told us that they always leave honey for bees and it is not possible to prevent swarming in log 
hives, that they use chestnut leaves and thyme oil in addition to chemical miticides and that 
they also apply pine tar on laths to fight against mites. He told us that they have foul brood and 
Varroa disease from time to time and that they use natural measures in autumn and spring and 
use chemical agents in between.  He told us that the bee population has decreased in recent 
years, the climate has changed and told us about the rain in August this year which lasted 15-20 
minutes but dried out everything on trees and on fields and poisoned bees saying "acid rain 
burned everything". 

 

2. Skep Hives 

The other most common and the oldest form of ‘karakovan’ is the skep hives that are used in 
many regions of Anatolia. Skeps are made of willow, hornbeam or hazelnut trees, reeds and 
similar plants and coated with animal dung, adobe or similar mixtures depending on the region.   
Their shapes and sizes vary from region to region. For example skeps in Central Anatolia, in 
Muğla and in South Eastern Anatolia are cylindrical and they are 1 metre long and have 
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diameters around 25 cm. Skeps in the Thrace region are mostly conical with a height of 50-70 
cm and diameter of 40 cm.4 There is a handle on top of the skep. Skeps are carried around using 
these handles and they facilitate taking swarms from branches. 

 

 

  

 

Some beekeepers make their own skeps and some buy from traditional basket weavers. 
However basket weaving is also one of the traditional professions that have been mostly 
forgotten in Anatolia.5 

 

Skeps are coated before being used. Thanks to the coating, bees are protected from humidity 
and cold in the winter and from heat in the summer.  In some regions skeps are 
coated/smeared only with mud and straws. Dry soil and thinly crushed straws named “kılçık 
(awn)” are used for the mud. In other regions, skeps are coated with a mixture of mud and 
fresh cow dung.6 It is recommended to apply the mixture one day after preparation. Some 
beekeepers do not prefer coating as the inside of the skep will be coated with propolis. Some 

                                                           
4  Photos are taken from the following websites  
http://aricilikmuzesi.blogspot.com.tr/ and http://muratakin26.blogspot.com.tr/2009/10/ 
5http://aregem.kulturturizm.gov.tr/TR,51138/sepetcilik-gelenegi.htmlhttp://www.haber7.com/bitlis/1863898-sogut-agacini-

sepete-donusturuyor 

 
6http://muratakin26.blogspot.com.tr/2009/10/claims that dung should be obtained from calves younger than 6 months.  

http://aricilikmuzesi.blogspot.com.tr/
http://muratakin26.blogspot.com.tr/2009/10/
http://aregem.kulturturizm.gov.tr/TR,51138/sepetcilik-gelenegi.html
http://www.haber7.com/bitlis/1863898-sogut-agacini-sepete-donusturuyor
http://www.haber7.com/bitlis/1863898-sogut-agacini-sepete-donusturuyor
http://muratakin26.blogspot.com.tr/2009/10/
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beekeepers apply the mixture close to the opening of the skep to have better shaped combs. 
After skeps are coated/smeared, they are left to dry and then wiped lightly with a wet cloth. 

 

If the skeps are going to be placed vertically, they are placed on a large wooden board leaving a 
hole in the front large enough for bees to enter. The base of the skep is also coated to stop 
other pests from entering in the skep.  Skeps smeared for winter preparation are additionally 
coated with local weeds, reeds. Wintering in skeps is good. Bees fill the upper part with honey 
and lay eggs in the lower parts. With the cold entering into the skep from below, young bees 
move up in the skep where the honey is and protected from humidity and cold.7 

 

 
In some regions, skeps are placed horizontally on an even surface to form a comb like shape 
from a distance8and shelters are built.   Areas where milk vetch and thyme is abundant are 

                                                           
7 http://muratakin26.blogspot.com.tr/2009/10/ 
8For photographs http://vansifabal.com/sepet-karakovan.html and http://old.kesfetmekicinbak.com/kultur/others/06346/ 

http://muratakin26.blogspot.com.tr/2009/10/
http://vansifabal.com/sepet-karakovan.html
http://old.kesfetmekicinbak.com/kultur/others/06346/
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preferred to build shelters. 
 

We met with Ali Rıza Taşgın who has 25 skep beehives in village of Torunoba in Dersim, Tunceli.  
He learned beekeeping from his father and he makes skeps himself with willow branches and 
prepares a mixture with animal dung and ash and he coats skeps inside and outside with this 
mixture.  Inside, a more solid mixture is applied in a straight form.  The entrance is left slightly 
askew.  He says that since the inside is smeared with propolis by bees, no germ or humidity can 
enter in the skep.  He told us that they never had foul brood but had Varroa from time to time, 
and that they use organic agents and thyme to fight off these mites. Mr. Taşgın does not use 
drone bees and support swarming. He feeds his bees with frozen honey when the winter ends. 
He reserves honey for his bees every year; he has both skep beehives and modern beehives.  
He says modern hives are not hard to keep but price of honey from these hives are low. He 
says, because of that, he started to use skep hives.  He told us that he harvests an average of 3 
kg honey from each of his skep and usually sells to his friends and acquaintances and he doesn't 
have any honey left, then.   

 

 

We spoke with Vasfi Gencer who has around 350 beehives in Kolludere village in Hizan, Bitlis.  
He told us that not many diseases are seen in skep hives except for Varroa. He explained that 
they apply smoke of dried thyme and pine cones every three days in 9 days and prepare a 
mixture from animal dung and smeared the outside of skeps with this mixture but do not apply 
anything inside because bees cover inside of the skeps with propolis and with a good coating 
hives would not be susceptible to disease or affected by moisture.   He told us that he harvests 
an average of 4 kg honey from each of his hives and sells the honey to his friends and to the 
markets in Istanbul and that he learned beekeeping from his father.  He told us that climate 
change is a major problem and just last year he lost 148 hives due to a 7 day storm when eggs 
were laid and developed. He told that they inspected these hives and found no traces of any 
disease and that hives had honey in them and people from a university also could not find why 
these hives were ruined. He definitely believes that the dust brought by storms caused this 
mass death.  

 

We spoke with Zikrettin Karakaş who has approximately 50 beehives around the village of 
Pişkidağ in Erzincan. He keeps his bees together with his father and they build bee skeps from 
willow branches.  They coat beehives with soil and fertilizers. He told that he has modern man-
made beehives and uses the migratory beekeeping techniques and takes his beehives to Mount 
Keşiş in spring. He also said that skep beehives are too risky to move around. He told us that his 
average honey harvest per hive is 2.5 kg; that he uses chemical agents against Varroa and he 
also applies smoke made from willow leaves and bark although he is not certain about the 
benefits; he added that indiscriminate use of pesticides in gardens harm bees and bees have 
had difficulty in developing in the last 3-4 years.  
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3. Ancient Apiaries 

  
An old Turkish word, ‘seren’ can be roughly translated into English as apiary.   
A ‘seren’ is a structure built by placing alternately a layer of stone (30-40 cm) and a layer of 
wood (10-15 cm).  A platform of 3 metre height (460 x 400 cm) is placed on the main body and 
beehives are placed on this platform. Hives are placed on top of each other almost in a comb 
shape, mud is used as an adhesive between these hives and the hives are covered with juniper 
bark and wooden boards.  
 

 
There is a small window big enough only to let a person in with some difficulty on the 
southwest wall, 30-50 cm below the roof covered with juniper woods.  Inside of the structure is 
filled with stone up to this window.9A ‘seren’ looks like a Lycian tomb and can rise up to 7 
metres and used to be built to protect bees and honey from wild animals most notably from 
bears and can house up to 60 beehives. It is possible to reach to the platform by using the ends 
of the planks on the main body as steps. 
 
Elmalı Museum in Antalya protects and displays these old apiaries. In a ‘seren’ found in Kurtini 
plateau in Söğlü district of Elmalı, ‘karakovan’ honey is produced for the first time this year. The 
Municipality of Elmalı10 repaired the road to the ‘seren’ and support its restoration to keep alive 
a tradition of hundreds of years, which is almost forgotten, and gave the ‘seren’ to the care of 
Bozkurt Family who are experienced with old ‘seren’s. 
 

                                                           
9http://www.elmalimuzesi.gov.tr/TR,144789/ari-serenler.html 

10http://www.elmali.bel.tr/proje/5000-yillik-kultur-seren-bali-yeniden-doguyor-24 

 

http://www.elmalimuzesi.gov.tr/TR,144789/ari-serenler.html
http://www.elmali.bel.tr/proje/5000-yillik-kultur-seren-bali-yeniden-doguyor-24
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Ramazan Bozkurt told that he learned from his father how to keep a ‘seren’, then for 20-30 
years the ‘seren’ was left unattended, and the roads going to the ‘seren’ was destroyed with 
rain, and he started to fend for the ‘seren’ after the road was repaired by the Municipality and 
this year he harvested 15 kg honey but with better care and time he can harvest 100 cans of 
honey, he says. He told that swarming in the ‘seren’ is difficult and his grandfather also keeps 
bees in this ‘seren’ but there is no one after him to continue to keep bees there. This is the only 
actively used ‘seren’ in Turkey and is under protection. 
 

3. House Apiaries in Bursa 

There are recesses that work like beehives in the walls of adobe houses and their gardens in 
Ürünlü/Kite neighbourhood of Nilüfer District in Bursa.11 These houses were built of adobe and 
covered with clay and the beehives built into the recesses on the walls are not used today. 
These recesses were probably covered with wooden boards when they were used and there 
were holes on these boards to let the bees fly in and out. Apiaries in Ürünlü/Kite can be the 
continuation of an old tradition. According to the ancient writings from the Roman times, 
beehives were placed into the house walls to harvest honey.  However apiaries are empty now 
since these houses are not occupied. 

 

 

                                                           
11Preliminary research on the apiaries built into house walls and garden walls in Ürünlü (Kite) , Bursa 

http://www.uludag.edu.tr/dosyalar/agam/DERG%C4%B0LER%20PDF/2015/5.pdf 

http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/galeri-bu-ari-kovanlarinin-dunyada-baska-ornegi-yok-40121203?p=10 

 

 

http://www.uludag.edu.tr/dosyalar/agam/DERG%C4%B0LER%20PDF/2015/5.pdf
http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/galeri-bu-ari-kovanlarinin-dunyada-baska-ornegi-yok-40121203?p=10
http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/galeri-bu-ari-kovanlarinin-dunyada-baska-ornegi-yok-40121203?p=4

